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Rationale 
Research has shown that Formative Assessment techniques and Self-Assessment techniques 
can both contribute towards enhanced pupil learning, particularly for lower achieving pupils 
(Black & Wiliam, 1998) (Sadler and Good 2006). One assessment technique that can be used 
is that of ‘traffic lighting’ (Salles, 2016). 
 

I have chosen Traffic Lighting as the focus for this enquiry because it is a simple, flexible and 
powerful tool that can be used across all age ranges in the classroom. It can be used for self-
assessment, for peer-assessment, for formative assessment and as part of feedback. Currently 
my school is focusing on AiFL as part of the SIP and therefore I will be applying this 
technique in an AiFL context with a focus towards pupil learning. 
 

Aims 
The aim of this enquiry is to see the influence that short term Traffic Lighting has on pupil 
learning when used: 

• as part of pupil homework 
• as part of lesson plenary activity 

 
Methodology 

This is to be a short enquiry. The research will take place over 5 weeks and will focus on two 
classes of S.2 pupils. They will be learning about Human Body Systems as part of general 
science. Traffic Lighting will be used with both S.2 classes, however evidence will only be 
collected for analysis from one. 

 
The implementation of traffic lighting in class will be through a weekly plenary activity. 
Once a week an ‘exit pass’ plenary activity will be given to pupils, where I will put 3-4 
questions on the board and pupils will answer on a post-it-note provided.  The subject of 
these questions will be from the previous week’s lessons. In addition to answering the 
questions, pupils provide their name and will use traffic light colours to rate their 
understanding (and confidence) of their answers, using either Green for Good/Fully 
understood, Amber for Okay/Consolidating and Red for Poor/Does not understand. 
 

Traffic lighting will also be implemented in pupil homework which is completed once a 
week, with pupils rating each individual homework as Green/Amber/Red. 

 



I will collect five types of evidence as part of this enquiry: 

• A brief survey on post-it notes about pupils experience and perceived effectiveness of 
traffic lighting before we begin. 

• plenary exit passes with traffic light ratings for each pupil 
• homework traffic light ratings for each pupil 
• A brief survey on post-it notes about pupils perceived effectiveness of traffic lighting 

after finishing in week 5. 
• pupil tests scores at the end of the Human Body Systems topic 

 
Findings 

Pupil Starting Opinions 
Initially pupils were presented with a post-it note and three questions: 

1. Have I used traffic lighting before? (Yes/No) 
2. Do I think that traffic lighting will be helpful? (Yes/No) 
3. Do I have any questions about how traffic lighting works? (Open) 

 

Nearly unanimously pupils identified that they had used Traffic Lighting before, however 
responses were mixed with 65% of pupils believing traffic lighting will be helpful and 35% 
believing it will not. There were no questions of known misunderstandings about how traffic 
lighting works. 

 
Homework Traffic Light Ratings 

Pupils have been traffic lighting their homework, showing how easy or difficult they found it. 
Pupils putting red and amber have been quite accurate in their use of traffic lighting vs the 
quality of their homework. I’ve used ‘quality’ as a holistic way of assessing the homework, 
not just on number of correct/incorrect answers, but including: general presentation, 
following question instructions and whether questions were skipped entirely without being 
attempted. The correlation between traffic light rating and homework for pupils putting 
red/amber has been quite accurate. Pupils who put red have generally struggled with the 
homework, needing extra help/support and the pupils who put amber have gotten some 
questions wrong, but shown some knowledge and understanding elsewhere. 
The correlation between pupils who put green and who submitted high quality homework has 
been less accurate. While some pupils who put green have shown a clear understanding and 
gotten high marks in the homework, others have submitted homework of similar quality to 
pupils putting amber. This suggests that some pupils in the class are perhaps either 
overconfident in their abilities or they are not putting sufficient effort into homework so that 
it can be treated as a true reflection of their ability in science.  
 

Plenary Tasks 
Compared to my findings with homework, I have not found as clear a correlation between the 
pupil’s traffic lighting and the quality of their exit passes. This is likely due to the faster and 
time-limited nature of the plenary activity. Similar to the homework, there are multiple 
instances of pupils being overconfident, however there are also examples of pupils possibly 



being underconfident, labelling their exit pass as amber when they have gotten every answer 
correct. 

 
The plenary activity was used to influence future lessons to correct any misunderstandings or 
gaps in learning pupils evidenced, but additionally where pupils were showing potential 
under-confidence in their understanding of the learning by rating themselves lower than the 
quality of their work, I used this as an opportunity to reinforce the learning the next lesson.  
 

Pupil Ending Opinions 
Pupils were also given a survey at the end of the topic with similar questions to allow a direct 
comparison. The questions are: 

1. Do you think that traffic lighting has been helpful? (Yes/No) 
2. Why have you given this answer? (Open) 

 

A comparison between the two surveys can be seen in Figure 1 below. 

 
Figure 1: Survey Results for question “Do you think traffic lighting will be helpful?” 

 
 
 
 

The pupils responded with a higher proportion thinking that traffic lighting was helpful after 
several weeks using it, with the number of pupils stating it is helpful increasing to 87% and 
the pupils feeling it is unhelpful decreasing to 13%. Pupils who answered that traffic lighting 
is helpful typically cited self-analysis and reflection as reasons, stating that it allowed them to 
identify areas they were confident in and areas for further development. Only one pupil gave 
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a reason for stating traffic lighting was not helpful for them and this pupil cited that they 
already knew their abilities, so this response was still focused on traffic lighting allowing 
self-assessment. 
 

Personal Reflection and Impact on Practice 
Traffic lighting has proved to be no extra effort or workload in adding into my lesson plans, 
homework and plenary activities, nor has it required any significant extra time in class. In 
most situations it has not had an impact on the future planning of lessons, as typically the 
outcome of the plenary activity was the dominant driver of changes to future lessons. The 
reason for this is that pupils tended to be overconfident, e.g. putting green for a plenary 
activity where they got most questions incorrect, so changes to future lessons to reinforce 
learning typically came about due to the plenary results, rather than pupil self-assessment. 
Only in a couple of situations did pupils display under-confidence and identified themselves 
as amber/red when they had answered all questions well. Pupils definitely had some ability to 
self-assess as nobody put green who could answer all the questions or vice versa. 
 

Test Results 
Looking at pupil’s test results from the subject, the average test score was 61%, which is a 
5% increase on the class’ aggregate average test score across S1/S2 of 56%. Of the 18 pupils 
who took the test, 12 achieved a better grade than their average and 6 pupils achieved a worse 
grade than average.  
 

Based on this it would seem possible that the use of traffic lighting for pupils has resulted in 
an increase in test performance, but it should be noted that this is only a single class test 
compared to an average which includes nearly two years’ worth of class tests and end of year 
exams and 5% could potentially be an outlying result.  

 
Conclusions 

In conclusion, it seems that pupils have found traffic lighting to be beneficial to them, as 
evidenced by an increase from 65% to 87% of pupils responding it had been in the exit 
survey.  
As mentioned earlier, it has typically not made a huge difference to my planning beyond what 
the formative assessment from the exit passes was already highlighting, however on occasion 
pupils have been underconfident in their abilities despite answering all questions and this has 
allowed me to address this the next lesson.  
In terms of pupil results, it appears that use of traffic lighting may have resulted in a modest 
increase in attainment of 5% (increasing from 56% to 61% average test score), however due 
to the short-lived nature of this enquiry this could be an outlying results and long-term use of 
traffic lighting would be necessary to give a true indication of its effect on attainment. 
 

Implications for Future Practice 
I believe I will be continuing to use traffic lighting as part of my homework and plenary 
activities, when suitable. It has not proved to require any additional time, effort or resources 



to implement and the results from the exit surveys show that pupils clearly believe they are 
helpful.  

One thing I would try changing going forward is providing a ‘counter’ traffic light, marking 
the pupil’s homework/plenary as either red/amber/green based on my assessment of their 
homework/plenary activity. This would allow the pupil to compare their self-assessment with 
my teacher assessment and this would hopefully allow pupils over time to improve their 
ability to self-assess.  
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